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Lethe Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 270 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.9in. x
0.9in.Fifty years ago, three hundred teachers and students in Florida vanished. No storm troopers.
No mass graves. Who were they Just wasted lives from blackmail, coercion, entrapment--tactics of
state senator Charlie Johns and his covert investigations of homosexuals in Floridas universities. The
Sin Warriors is a novel inspired by those actual events. David Ashton has struggled for self-
acceptance and identity his entire life. Davids estrangement from a dysfunctional family childhood,
his sexual awakening and bonding with his gay professor places them in the crosshairs of state
senator Billy Sloat, an ambitious, country politician obsessed with ridding the university of
subversives--homosexuals, blacks, alleged communists--on the heels of the McCarthy hearings
during the mid-fifties. But who is Sloat actually, and where does his hatred and contempt come
from From a backwoods childhood in North Florida to his reign as a powerful senator, Sloat intends
to destroy the new life David has built for himself in college, and questions are raised: What is family
Whom should we love What price do we pay to defend our country and our integrity Which is more
enduring fear or love These themes...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily will get a pleasure of studying a composed
publication.
-- Tr evor  Gr eenholt DDS-- Tr evor  Gr eenholt DDS

The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV
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